
 

 

 
 
Should all school volunteers 
need a police clearance? 
 
In January this year, Education 
M i n i s t e r ,  S u s a n  C l o s e             
announced that some volunteers 
in schools would no longer need 
to be checked. 
 
Documents obtained under FOI 
by shadow education minister, 
John Gardner, reveal that       
dozens of people have applied 
for and failed police checks in 
the last two years - people who 
could now volunteer in schools 
with no check. 
 
Critics of the State Government's 
rule change say that all            
volunteers and staff should have 
to pass a police clearance check. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Click here to take the survey 
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SA Royal Commission Into Child Protection Finds A System In ‘Disarray’ SAASSO Police Checks Survey 

This week’s stories from the media 
 

 SA Royal Commission finds a system in ‘disarray’ 

 SAASSO Police Checks Survey 

 Jay Weatherill uses same words a decade apart 

 Editorial: No excuses this time 

 Students rise above disadvantage 

 Show results and funds will flow 

 $3bn extra but school tests stall 

Royal Commissioner Margaret 
Nyland has delivered a       
damning assessment of a 
South  Austra l ian  chi ld          
p r o t e c t i o n  s y s t e m  i n 
“disarray”, overwhelmed by 
demand and in need of near-
total reform if it is to keep     
children safe.  
 
Ms Nyland’s mammoth report,  
prompted an apology from      
Premier Jay Weatherill to the   
children the state has failed to 
protect and an initial $200 million 
funding pledge. 
 
The Premier, who as families  
minister more than a decade ago 
promised to fix the system, now 
faces Opposition calls for his   
resignation. 
 
Among its 260 recommendations 
are calls to transform how       
concerns about abuse are raised 
and then responded to, and the 
screening of people who work 
with vulnerable children.  
 
She noted that a “staggering” 61 
per cent of Families SA            
notifications that required follow-
up in 2014-15 were instead 
closed without any action.  
 
 
 

Mr Weatherill described the report 
as “harrowing reading” which 
would have an “immediate”     
impact on how people viewed the 
problem. 
 
He conceded authorities had 
failed children and that the report 
levelled “substantial criticisms” at 
his Government, but would not 
give a guarantee it could         
completely prevent abuse of    
children in the future. 
 
“We failed in our responsibility to 
keep these and other children 
safe from harm.” 
 
“I am sorry for failing in this most 
fundamental duty to the children 
in our care.” 
 

More 

SA’s parent body; supporting governing councils and public education 
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Lauren Novak writes about the Nyland Royal       
Commission. 
 
On Monday Ms Nyland delivered a blueprint designed to 
safeguard those young people. 
 
Premier Jay Weatherill conceded the Government had 
failed too many so far, but could he really have said   
anything else on such a day? The question is what is he 
going to do about it? 
 
There are recommendations still not enacted from the 
2003 Layton report and the 2008 Mullighan reports.  
 
Advocates and victims are already warning that this   
latest inquiry must not “sit on the shelf”. 
 
Money has been put on the table and there is political 
will to do better - but that’s been the case before. 
 
Those charged with seeing these changes through     
cannot be let off the hook this time. 
 

More 

Jay Weatherill Uses Same Words A Decade Apart Editorial: No Excuses This Time 

“...The government has dismally failed in one of its most basic,         

fundamental duties - to protect the most vulnerable....’’  

 
 

Despite billions of dollars   
flowing into schools under the 
Gonski reforms, the latest      
results for student tests in    
literacy and numeracy show 
standards flat-lining.  
 
Educat ion Minis ter Simon        
Birmingham has demanded action 
from schools, saying plateauing 
results are not good enough, 
given the extra money being spent 
on schools.  
 
He said the federal government 
had increased education funding 
by 23.7 per cent since 2013, yet 
reading scores had increased by 
just 0.40% since then, writing 
scores had fallen by 0.20% and 
numeracy increased by 1.26%.  
 
Writing test scores in high schools 
have actually worsened since 
2011.  
 

Read more 

 
 
A public school in Adelaide’s 
d i s adv an t ag ed  no r t h e rn       
suburbs has bucked the        
national trend with students 
improving literacy & numeracy 
during the past six years.  
 
Since Mark Oliphant College 
opened in 2010, NAPLAN results 
for the preschool to Year 12 public 
school have increased, although 
the school is located in a region 
where unemployment rates are at 
a national high of 9 per cent.  
 
Test scores at the school are now 
above those of others ranked at 
the highest level of educational 
disadvantage by the program’s 
index.  
 
Principal Frank Mittiga, puts the 
good results down to his        
autonomy and ability to hire better 
teachers.  
 
Full Story  

 
 
Education Minister Simon     
Birmingham said that funding 
a f t e r  2 0 1 7 ,  w h e n  t h e               
government commitment to 
Gonski funding expires, would 
be tied to improving results.  
 
The government wants to shift the 
emphasis from untied funding to 
specific programs and measures 
which it argues are proven to   
produce results,  such as       
screening of Year 1 children.  
 
WA Education Minister Peter   
Collier said early intervention 
strategies introduced in recent 
years had helped boost test 
scores.  
 
The proposal is a shift away from 
untied funds under Gonski to a 
return to national partnership-style 
funding, which was money given 
to states for specific initiatives.  
 

More 

Students Rise Above Disadvantage $3bn Extra But School Tests Stall Show Results & Funds Will Flow 

The Education Update is a summary of recent media reports. The opinions expressed in these reports do not necessarily reflect the views of SAASSO or its affiliates. 

 
 
South Australians could easily be forgiven for   
thinking Monday was Groundhog Day. A forlorn,  
sullen looking Premier Jay Weatherill stood before a 
packed press conference and apologised              
unreservedly for his government’s total, abject     
failure in protecting children in its care.  
 
“What we have, for the first time I believe, is a           
comprehensive and intelligent solution to this problem,’’ 
Mr Weatherill told journalists on Monday. 
 
While that sounds terrific, it also sounds way too familiar. 
That’s because we heard virtually the same spiel a     
decade ago in a column then Families and Communities 
Minister Weatherill wrote for The Advertiser. 
 
It is abundantly clear that the past decade has been one 
of wasted opportunities.  
 
The government has dismally failed in one of its most 
basic, fundamental duties - to protect the most           
vulnerable.  
 
More 
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